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Kine Lear

Joan of Arc

Chaliopin

Hamlotp (chekhov' s interpretation of the role)

IMAGINATION a

Let us continue with the scene from Kine Lear:

”Nothing. my lord...

When you shout, it does not mean that you are strong.

and when you whisper, it does not mean that you are weak. In

your work yesterday you confused these two things. and in try-

ing to do the tragic moments in Kin: Lear you were sometimes

weak in your spirit. You must be conscious of this fact.

Everything you do must be done consciously. and then the sub-

conscious radiation will he at your diaposal.

INCORPORATION OF THE OUTER AND INNER IMAGES:

in this exorcise the image must inflame you at once -

your actor's nature must react to it at once. In this exercise

it is not good to sit for hours before your imago - it must

inflame you at once. Let us take John's interpretation as an

example. Ho has not penetrated into the fire itself, although

he has given us a feeling of the outer form. The purpose of

this exercise lies in tho ability to imagine the inner fire and

not the outer. Until this exorcise we have always made this
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mistake: we have always incorporated the outer appearance: but

this exercise marks a new stage, and I want you now to imitate

the fire, the soul. the life of the image. and not the outer

qualities.

Is it a question of an exact incorporation. or is it

your imagination which leads you? You must not he stiff from

the exact incorporation of your image. If you see your image

jumping up, it is enough to lot it jump up anyhow.

Sometimes I have a feeling that I have already told

you reny things, but perhaps I am wrong. so always ask me. The

fact that such important questions are now being asked shows

the progress we have made since last term.

It is not important to incorporate each small move-

ment as if it were a film. Imagine that you have seen a very

small movement in your image. but you feel that it in everything

for you. You can then build everything around this one move-

ment. Perhaps the smallest movement can tell you so much about

the character that you will take this small thing and rehearse

it many times until it will color the whole scene. You need

not stop for all the details in telling the whole story, but

you must fix on some detail which is speaking for tra whole.

You must have the ability to incorporate the figure. the passions.

and the feelings. They must not be divided in this exercise.

Remember the story of Chaliapinx When asked how he

first approached his images, he said he wept for them. He sees
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and cries. For him seeing mains at once something. he never

divides - if necessary, he rehearses many technical things —

but by imagining, he sees and feels at once.

If you want to, you can have a vague idea or the form

which it will take; or if you have a detail which is dear to

you, then you must concentrate on that point, and it will be

speaking. For instance. say you are preparing the part of

Joan of Are. There may be three of four Joana in your imagina-

tion. You will not be able to see only one hamlet or one King

Lear or one Joan. because the characters are so rich. You, as

an actor, are not the same as the images — more or less near,

perhAps. but none of the images is exactly like Joan. What have

you to do? First of all. you must unite the images. and here

it is very important to know that the images in the world of

our imagination are quite different beings from us. He are

formed and shaped and already finished. We exist as we are and

are unable to make our necks longer. our bodies shorter, etc.,

but our in gas are able to do this. They are able to do every—

thing with themselves under our influence. consciously or sub-

consciously. in our dreams. etc. They are able to do every—

thing outwardly and inwardlv.
1

Therefore, to work with many images - and this hap-

pens to every actor sooner or later - we must know how to merge

them together. There are two ways; one is wrong, another is

right. Imagine you see St. Joan with big eyes and a very thin
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body, and you see another image with very small eyes and a rat,

peasant body. You like the eyes of one and the body of another.

1hat can you do? If you take the eyes and put them on the face

of the other image, you are wrong because you will have an in-

stinctive feeling that they are images which are finished and

accomplished.

V This is the point. We must not take part of one image

and part of another. and merge them together. The actor must

find a unity between the characters. Try not to destroy one

of them or take different parts of them, but in each image you

must see the things you like. Then take another image and

look at it and accept what you like in it. More you accept the

figure. and there the eyes. and there the hands. and there the

temperament and feelings, and there the voice. You have only

to walk between these images, accepting this and that. and the

wonder will happen. They will merge of themselves. and only

this way is justified. You must let them find their own way

of combining themselves. and appearing before you in your imi-

gination as a new character which embraces all the qualities

which you like.

Now there is another problem. Sometimes the actor

cannot incorporate the image he seen. Hero is the actor and

there the character. Iwagine the character as if the actor is

going to act it. This is different to the problem of seeing

another character like Joan of Arc in three or four pictures,
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because then you are not ccnocrned with who will act it. Bow

you are going to act it; therefore you must imagine the char-

acter as if you are acting. and you will see with much suffer-

ing that the character loses some qualities because you as an

actor are not able to incorporate them.

By acting, we spoil something in the world of the

imagination. This is the tragedy of creating by means of

human beings. But each artist has experienced this suffering

because he has tried to create what he sees; but when ho trics

to give shape and form to the things he has seen in his cre-

ative imagination, ho loses much and he suffers.

You must imagine yourself acting the character. and

you will see that gradually the character will begin to adjust

itself to you. The charactor itself begins to adjust to you.

not that you rudely take parts of it. It will. itself, adjust.

But the actor has to adjust himself to the character simultane-

ously with the work that the character does. Here the actor

is allowed to do much more rude work with himself. For instance,

you see Joan's center flying before her. The actor must do rude

work in order to incorporate this. Or the image may be tall,

whereas the actor is noty but the actor must try to become taller

through the means of his invisible body,.in which he becomes

taller. In this invisible body the actor can feel this person

who is taller. And the character will soon respond and will

change itself in accordance with the success of the actor's
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work. If you sro successful, it will remain fall. but if you

fail. it will become small.

This simultaneous work 5 the only way to adjust the

character and the actor: through adjusting your invisible body-

and by being inflamed through the imagination in the inner and

outer sense. It is possible for the human being to see his

images absolutely clearly and objectively, moving before him

with absolutely clear form.

Very often it is possible to imagine the whole pattern

as a will pattern, without knowing the face and body of the char-
 

xctcr. It can be incorporated in a psychological gesture quite

F

freely. You can postnono the work on the actual image and can

work in the archetype for some time. Perhaps your subconscious

may be working on something and does not want to be disturbed.

Some actor: feel the gill line more, others the feelings. Let

us take the oxanmlo or Chaliapin, who weeps for his images.

The actor must find his ovm an. The advice I give must ho

taken individually, and you must use it in accordance with your

own instincts; then it will be useful to you.

When I am given a part, I always see images - i:.edi-

 

otely. When I started to work on the role of immlet ~ even

the idea that I might work on it — I felt at once the will pat-

anding before me, but I could not ad—

aluays insisting on some things which

 

H cauld not do. -:ome conflict has there all the time. I saw
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the color of his skin and ovgrything. but I started with the

Hill- Without shape or form. but a certain will was there.

I felt first the soul of the image: and then whrv I lifted my

eyes, it was before me in its outer appearance; but the image

sent me first his soul. It is absolutely trembling and living,

this soul of an image. Therefore it is a mistake to imagine

it with outer stiffness and rigidness. De here attentive to

the images' souls - to their fire.


